Characterization of Nanostructure Lead Selenide (Pbse) Thin Films
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ABSTRACT: With Reduction In Size, Novel Electrical, Mechanical, Chemical, Magnetic, And Optical Properties Can Be Introduced. The Resulting Structure Is Then Called A Low-Dimensional Structure (Or System). The Confinement Of Particles, Usually Electron S Or Holes, To A Low- Dimensional Structure Leads To A Dramatic Change In Their Behavior And To The Manifestation Of Size Effects That Usually Fall Into The Category Of Quantum-Size Effects. The Low Dimensional Materials Exhibit New Physicochemical Properties Not Shown By The Corresponding Large-Scale Structures Of The Same Composition. Nanostructures Constitute A Bridge Between Molecules And Bulk Materials. Suitable Control Of The Properties And Responses Of Nanostructures Can Lead To New Devices And Technologies. Lead Selenide Thin Films Were Successfully Prepared Varying Ph By Chemical Bath Deposition Technique On Glass Substrates. The Variations Were Found To Affect Thickness Of The Deposited Films. The Structural And Electrical Properties Of The Films Were Found To Be Thickness Dependent. The X-Ray Diffraction Studies Revealed That All Films Had FCC Crystal Structure With A (111) Preferred Orientation. Optical Studies Indicated That The Band Gap Decreased With Increasing Thickness Of The Films. The Electrical Conductivity Decreases With Thickness While The Dielectric Constant Increases With Thickness
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I. INTRODUCTION:


Properties Of Q-Dots:

The Optical Properties Of Q-Dots Change With Size. The Basic Phenomena Can Be Understood By Considering The Uncertainty Relation Between Position And Momentum For Free And Confined Particles. For A Free Particle, Momentum Can Be Precisely Defined Whereas The Uncertainty In Position Increases. For A Confined Particle, The Uncertainty In Position Decreases While Momentum Uncertainty Increases. Color Of Emitted Light Is Depends On Size Of Q-Dot.Operated At Different Wavelength By Varying Dot Size And Composition.Color Of The Emitted Light Is Shifted From Red To Blue When The Size Of The Q-Dot Is Made...
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Small, Emission of Q-Dot is highly tunable since the size of the Q-Dot may be set when it is made. Its conductive properties may be carefully controlled. Q-Dots naturally produced monochromatic light. The larger the dot, the redder (lower energy) its fluorescent spectrum. Conversely, smaller dots emit bluer (higher energy) light. The coloration is directly related to the energy level of the quantum dot [1]. Larger Q-Dots have more energy levels which are also more closely spaced. This allows the quantum dot to absorb photons containing less energy. Those closer to the red end of the spectrum, the high extinction coefficient of a quantum dot makes it perfect for optical uses. Quantum dots of very high quality can be ideal for applications in optical encoding and multiplexing due to their narrow emission spectra and wide excitation profiles.

Quantum dot light emitting diodes (QD-LED) and ‘QD-white LED’ are very useful when producing the displays for electronic devices due to the fact that they emit light in highly specific Gaussian distributions. QD-LED displays can render colors very accurately and use much less power than traditional displays. Quantum dot photo-detectors (QDps) can be produced from traditional single-crystalline semiconductors or solution-processed. Solution-processed QDps are ideal for the integration of several substrates and for use in integrated circuits. These colloidal QDps find use in machine vision, surveillance, spectroscopy, and industrial inspection. Quantum dot solar cells are much more efficient and cost-effective when compared to their silicon solar cells counterparts. Quantum dot solar cells can be produced using simple chemical reactions and can help to save manufacturing costs as a result [2]. The latest generation of quantum dots has great potential for use in biological analysis applications. They are widely used to study intracellular processes, tumors targeting, in vivo observation of cell trafficking, diagnostics and cellular imaging at high resolutions. Quantum dots can target specific cells or proteins using peptides, antibodies or ligands and then observed in order to study the target protein or the behavior of the cells. Quantum dots have paved the way for powerful ‘supercomputers’ known as quantum computers. Quantum computers operate and store information using quantum bits or ‘qubits’, which can exist in two states—both on and off simultaneously. This remarkable phenomenon enables information processing speeds and memory capacity to both be greatly improved when compared to conventional computers. Quantum dot (QD) semiconductors have unique optical and electrical properties that make them promising for use in many applications, such as high-performance field-effect transistors (FETs) and solar cells. Quantum dots are particles with quantum confinement in three dimensions, resulting in a quantized density of states. 1-5 One effect of such quantization is a size-tunable semiconductor band gap. 1-5 As the QD continues to get smaller with respect to the material’s exciton Bohr radius, the band gap widens. Such freedom allows a chemist to choose synthetic conditions to grow a QD with the optimal band gap for a given device application. Lead (II) chalcogenide (Pbx, x = S, Se, Te) quantum dots have shown particular promise for use in photovoltaic applications. The large exciton Bohr radii for the lead chalcogenides QDs allows for particularly strong confinement when compared to other QDs of similar sizes. Metal chalcogenides thin films even their compounds have been of interest due to their semiconductor nature and considerable application in the field of electronics and optical devices. Based on this concept, intensive research has been performed in the past to study the fabrication and characterization of these thin films. Thus, the interest for lead selenide (Pbse) semiconductor thin films was motivated by its application in solar cell technology. In the literature, a number of methods for the preparation of Pbse thin films were reported. A number of methods for the preparation of Pbse thin films have been reported, but chemical bath deposition is found to be attractive due to the low cost method of fabrication. Lead selenide (Pbse) thin films are important materials for applications such as IR detector photographic plates, and photo resistors [3, 4]. Lead selenide film is used as a target material in infrared sensor, gratings, lenses and various optoelectronic devices [5]. PbSe thin films have a direct band gap of 1.30 eV at room temperature. The possible applications of the material in solar device technology will also be determined. Nanostructured semiconductor materials feature excellent next generation photovoltaic application. Among this class of materials, the most impressive results have been obtained from low-dimensional Pbse such as Pbse QDs or NCs. To date, Pbse QDs arguably the best choice to generate multiple excitons from single absorbed photon and fast hot electron transfer from active layer to counter electrode. However, in most of the works, synthesis of Pbse QDs is based on chemical method of preparation.
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Diffraction peaks are associated with planes of atoms

FIGURE: 1 Diffraction Peaks Of Cu

The Unit Cell Is The Basic Repeating Unit That Defines The Crystal Structure. – The Unit Cell Contains The Maximum Symmetry That Uniquely Defines The Crystal Structure. – The Unit Cell Might Contain More Than One Molecule: For Example, The Quartz Unit Cell Contains 3 Complete Molecules Of SiO2.

The Crystal System Describes The Shape Of The Unit Cell. The Lattice Parameters Describe The Size Of The Unit Cell. The Unit Cell Repeats In All Dimensions To Fill Space And Produce The Macroscopic Grains Or Crystals Of The Material.

XRD OF Pbse:

FIGURE:2 XRD OF 2ml (Green) And 4ml (Red) Pbse Thin Films

The XRD Diffraction Patterns Of CBD Pbse Thin Films Deposited For 2ml And 4ml (EDTA) Are Presented In Fig.2. Phase Identification Was Then Made From An Analysis Of Intensity Of Peak Versus 2θ. The Pbse Deposited With 2ml (EDTA) Ethylenediaminetetraacetic Acid Peaks At 36.02° Which Gives Rise To A Structure With Lattice Constant A = 4.315Å And (111) Preferred Orientation. The Peak For 4ml Deposition Was Observed At 36.49° With Lattice Constant A=4.261 Å.
The Diffraction Peak Was Observed To Become Much Broader With Increasing Ph Values And Tends To Disappear For Higher Ph Values. Similar Effect Was Observed In Previous Study By [6]. As The Ph Of Chemical Bath Increased, The Diffraction Peak Intensity Decreased As Shown In Fig. 11. It Can Be Seen That The Crystal Structure Of The Films Was Affected Strongly By The Ph Values Of The Chemical Bath. The Low Intensity Peak Observed In The XRD Pattern Of The 4ml Sample Under Study Shows That The Film Is Nanocrystalline[7].

The Structural Parameters Of The Pbse Thin Film Are Shown In Table . It Reveals That Lattice Constant, The Crystal Size Of The Film And The Dislocation Density Increases With Film Thickness, But Micro Strain Decreases With The Increased Film Thickness. Since The Dislocation Density And Strain Are The Manifestation Of Dislocation Network In The Films, The Decrease In The Strain Of The Material Indicates The Formation Of Higher Quality Films. This Effect Had Also Been Noted By [8] In Previous Work. This May Be Due To The Decrease In Imperfections And Dislocations Of The Films With Increasing Film Thickness.

II. CALCULATIONS

The Theoretical Considerations Of The Optical And Electrical Properties Of The Films Are As Discussed In [9-18].

From The XRD Analysis Of The Inter-Planer Distance (D) And Lattice Constants (A) As Were Calculated. The Crystallite (Grain) Size (D), Dislocation Density And The Micro Strain (Ε) Were Also Calculated Using The Expressions Below:

- **Grain Size (D)** Was Calculated Using Scherer’s Formula
  \[
  D = \frac{K\lambda}{B \cos \theta}
  \]
  Where \(\lambda\) Is Wavelength Of X-Ray,
  B Is FWHM (Full Width Half Maximum),
  \(\theta\) Is The Diffraction Angle And
  K Is 0.9 Which Varies With (H, K, L) And Crystallite Shape.

2. The Lattice Constant (A) Was Calculated With:
  \[
  A = D (H^2 + K^2 + L^2)^{1/2}
  \]

3. Micro Strain: It Is The Root Mean Square Of The Variations In The Lattice Parameters Across The Individual Crystallites, Usually Across Microscopic Distances.
  \[
  (\epsilon) = \frac{B \cos \theta}{4}
  \]

4. Non Uniform Strain:

   Peak Broadening May Not Only Come From The Size Effect, But Can Also Be Due To Strain In The Particles. One Way To Separate The Stress Due To Particle Size From That Due To Stress Is By The Williamson-Hall Expression (8) Where H Is The Strain In The Particles Which Is A Dimensionless Quantity. For Non Uniform Strain The Formula Is Given Below

   \[
   \beta \cos(\theta) = \frac{k \lambda}{d} + \eta \sin(\theta)
   \]

   Where, \(d\) Is Partical Size This Method Demand Good Data For Both High And Low Angle Reflexes. But It Is Difficult To Get Reliable Data For The FWHM For Both The Peaks At Low And High Angles. So That The Result Comes From This Is Not Accurate.

5. Average Strain Calculated By Using

   \[
   E = \frac{B}{4\tan \theta}
   \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE : STRUCTURE PARAMETER OF PBSE THIN FILM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SA M-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4ml</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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III. CONCLUSION
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